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The trigger system of the ATLAS detector at the LHC is a combination of hardware, firmware and software, as-
sociated to various sub-detectors that must seamlessly cooperate in order to select 1 collision of interest out of
every 40,000 delivered by the LHC every millisecond. This talk will discuss the challenges, workflow and orga-
nization of the ongoing trigger software development, validation and deployment. This development, from the
top level integration and configuration to the individual components responsible for each sub system, is done
to ensure that the most up to date algorithms are used to optimize the performance of the experiment. This
optimization hinges on the reliability and predictability of the software performance, which is why validation
is of the utmost importance. The software adheres to a hierarchical release structure, with newly validated
releases propagating upwards. Integration tests are carried out on a daily basis to ensure that the releases
deployed to the online trigger farm during data taking run as desired. Releases at all levels are validated by
fully reconstructing the data from the raw files of a benchmark run, mimicking the reconstruction that occurs
during normal data taking. This exercise is computationally demanding and thus runs on the ATLAS high
performance computing grid with high priority. Performance metrics ranging from low level memory and
CPU requirements, to shapes and efficiencies of high level physics quantities are visualized and validated by a
range of experts. This is a multifaceted critical task that ties together many aspects of the experimental effort
that directly influences the overall performance of the ATLAS experiment.
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